
FABER ITALY 
ANTI SLIP TREATMENT
NOW IN INDIA!
WITH VETRO POWER
Revolutionizing Anti-Slip
with excellence.

Bringing a new era of
safety across the nation.

Adults & teenagers each year 
suffer slipping in the bathroom*

ONE person dies everyday by 
using bathtub or shower.*

79% of all the bathroom injuries 
among people 65 years and older 
due to bathroom slips and falls.*

33% Elderly required hospital 
admission following a bathroom 
accident.*

*From publicly available research reports & documents
which can be shared on request



Having a slippery floor is not just a surface problem but it is also a risk to the safety 
of those who walk on it. Slipperiness problems are typical of areas most subject to 
water such as bathrooms, pool sides, terraces, and outdoors.

Vetro Power Anti-Slip Solutions against slippery floors is an incredible measure 
that can be taken to avoid the possible onset of slipping injuries.
We offer the best-in-class INVISIBLE WATER-BASED ANTI-SLIP TREATMENT FOR 
WET AREAS by increasing the slipping resistance of the surface in wet 
conditions. The treatment creates a superficial nano-erosion that, without 
changing the original look of the material, it increases the grip of the surface. 

Faber has water-based, anti-slip 
treatments that are specifically 
formulated to increase the surface grip 
of many surfaces such as ceramic, 
stoneware, granite, quartz and all 
siliceous materials, which eliminates 
any slippery problems that may arise.

THE FABER & VETRO POWER SOLUTION

Our products act directly on the surface of the materials to which it is 
applied, creating micro-erosions that are invisible to the eye and which 
boost the run-off of water to increase surface grip and therefore 
reduce slipperiness in wet conditions. 

BENEFITS

Water based
No maintenance required
Long-lasting treatment

FOR ENQUIRIES, RETAIL AND BULK
ORDERS REACH OUT TO US ON

+91-887-900-9911 info@zyax.in

To know more, visit vetropower.in | poolmaxx.co

NO GRIP
GRIP


